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the b11ilding process and describes key Issues such as the proCIIrement method, structural ratlonak, motcrlul selection, and 
ons/lc construction proC<'SS and construction mmsport Issues. Th<' paper exumlnes CH2 in n.'lolion to other Australian and 
owrsuas best practice within the eco/ogialf sustalnabfc dcslgn(ESD)fram.:work CHJ is one of the .first design,< to usu the 
new green stw raling systcm.Jntroduccd by the Green Building Council of Australia (GBC' A). the green star rating system 
provides a systematic framework to quantify the degree to which ESD principles haw been U.corporated Into lh<' hili/ding 
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This Is wntrasr.:dwith another recent green office building and it is argued that the green star rating system and spccificolion 
is providing the builders with a moi'C systematic basis for decision making on ESD isSiles. 
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Introduction 

T

HIS PAPER DOCUMENTS the building 
process of the City of Melbourne ·s Council 
H o u s e  2 ( C H 2• r e f e r  
www.melbouroe.vic.gov.au), as well us 

elements such us the project's m:�jor structurnl 
design. matericl selection. construction processes 
:md transport issues. It examines CH2 in relation to 
other Austroli:m :md overseas best proctice within 
:m ccologicW..ly sust:lin:lble design (ESD) fmmework. 
An assessment of the ewrent state of related 
industries withinAustrolia is ineluded, :md !U"C!IS for 
improvement in meeting the needs of the exp:mding 
ESD industry are identified 

CH2 was one of the first buildings in AustrulUt to 
use the new Green St.!U" rnting system in its design 
process. Introduced in 2003 by the Green Building 
Council of Austrnlin (GBCA, refer www.gbCllus.org), 
the Green Star rnting system provides a systematic 
frnmework to quantify the degree to which ESD 

principles huvc been incotpOnlted into a building 
design. The system helped the building controetors 
of CH 2 to identify ;md address key ESD issues in its 

construction which resulted in :1 more progmatic and 
faster dccisi� making process. 

This paper begins by discussing the key design 
features of the CH2 building. followed by :1 
description of the integrntcd design process and bow 
this facilitated innovative structurnl :md design 
decisions. Although there are many unusu:U design 
aspects within the CH2 building. the procurement 
;md construction process of CH2 was relatively 
conventioiUli. This contrasts with another recent 
green oftiee building, 60L (refer 
www. 60L.greenbuilding.com) constructed in 
Melbourne, and it is argued thul. the Green Star rating 
system and specification provides builder.> with a 
more systematic basis for decision making on ESD 

issues. 
Issues relating to construction such as the 

structural rntionnle, the materials, the procurement 
method and the onsitc construction practices arc also 
described in this paper. By dctai.Jing these issues, 
readers can compare and controst CH2 with their own 
experiences of construction. While innovative in 
design. the key observation is that the construction 
process of CH2 follows conventional practice. 
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Figure 1: Red Highlights the Site for Council House Two 

The Design and the Structure 

Bunsen Yuncken beg:m construction of the 10-storey, 
$51 million building for the City of Melbourne in 
early 2004. The construction site of l,316m' is only 
aceess1ble from city laneways. The coDCTetc structure 
is conventional in situ construction except for the 
use of precast sinusoidal concrete ceiling panels. 
Two rows of concrete columns arc located nt 8200 
centres just inside the north and south facades with 
a further row of columns offset from the centre of 
the floor plate. The proportions of the site dictated a 
'deep space' floor plate which presented design 
challenges in terms of lighting :md air conditioning. 
The gently corrugated ceiling has resolved some 
difficulties arising from the 22m building depth by 
allowing for air distribution ducts yet enabling a 
maximum ceiling height so thul. light C!lll penetrate 

deep into the offices. C!U" p:rl:ing is provided at 
basement level. The car p:rl: is fbt floored rather 
th:m ramped to allow it to be converted to other uses 
in the future. 

Some of the design features of CH2 include 100 
per cent fresh air, chilled panels, night purging and 
storage of energy using phnse change materials. The 
cooling, heating. ventilation and lighting systems. 
will largely be nm using locW..ly generated renewable 
energy. Consequently, the City ofMclboumc expects 
to reduce its electricity consumption by SS per cent, 
its mains water consumption by 72% and its gus 
consumption by 87 per cent A gus.fired co. 

generation plant will provide about 40 per cent of 
the building's electricity but with lower carbon 

dioxide emissions. Waste beat from the cogeneration 
plant will be recycled to provide about 40 per cent 
of the air heating/cooling system. 
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Figure 2: Section Sketch Showing how the Building Works 

The key international precedent forCH2'1.VaS a 1997 
English building called 'The Environmental 
Building', Constructed for the Building Resenreh 
Establishment (BRE), this building l.VaS intended to 
demonstrate the Latest innovations in energy efficient 
design that could be incorporated into office 

buildings. Like CH2, it uses night cooling, thermal 
chimneys and a sinusoid:tl precast slnb with in situ 
topping and ducts for ventilation and service supply. 
The sinusoidal floor works as a folded plate with the 
bottom cwve typically in tension and the top in 
compression. An ndded advantage of the cwve is 
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that it increases the surface area of the thennal mass. 
Differences between the BRE building and CH2 
include the floor plate width. The BRE building has 
a shallow floor plan whieh helps cross ventilation 
(Thomas 1999). 

Integrated Design Teams 

The conceptual design forCHz wns developed by un 
integrated design team over a three--week period in 
January 2002. During this three-week charrette 1, the 
consultants were paid for their time on top of their 
tendered and accepted fees to complete the work. 
The charrettc was useful for testing early ideas. For 
example, when the undulating ceiling was first 
proposed during the eharrette the Quantity Surveyor 
was uncertain about the cost implic:Jtions and so the 
structural engineer, Nat Bonacci, cont:lCted precast 
concrete manufacturers and worked with them to 
obtain a costing. After the charrcttc the design 
continued to be developed by individual companies 
who were part of the integrated design team. The 
companies charged fixed fees over a 12 month period 
and held weekly meetings to coordinnte and resolve 
issues. 

It is useful to compare the CH2 process with two 
recently completed green buildings in Melbourne. 
Green Building Partnerships (GBP), the developers 
of 60L, conducted a series of design workshops or 
charrcttcs over a period of four months to develop 
the design of the building and services. They 
established an integrated design team with all the 
critical players represented including the primary 

tenant Following the design workshops., 10 months 
were spent researching, developing and writing the 
specifications. GBP provided a detailed and 
prescriptive green specification to ensure ESD 
principles were explicitly incorporated in the contract 
documents. 

By contmst, the current trend is to use 
performance-based specifications to increase 
flexibility and eneournge innovation in the 
construction phase. Design planning for a recent 
green building in Melbourne (National@Docldands) 
also involved collaboration but over a longer 
timcframe. The Design Review Group (DRG) 
conducted weekly meetings to coordinate and resolve 
issues over lS months involving 10 to 25 people 
including the tenant, the :Jrchitect, the owner, the 
builder, and the workplace designer. 

The design process of commercial buildings is 
complex und collaborntioo between a range of 
consultants is essential. Yet intense collaboration so 
early in the design process as occWTed in CH2 is 
more unusual. The collaborative process for CHz 
enabled innovative decisions to be made with a 
degree of certainty in terms of constructability and 
cost Most publications outlining recent international 
exemplars of sustainable architecture do not mention 
the importance of the architect working 
collaboratively with the client and consultants at an 
early design stage. One notable exception is Kibcrt 
(Kibcrt 2005) who includes the charrettc as an 
emerging tool and provides guidelines for the 
successful integration of a high performing team. 

1 !he Frenctl�erm 'clwrrotte' originated ill the Ecole dc:s &wlx Arlll ill the 19 th century. � lllld ortll!lldcnts worked fnmticnlly 
ill the llllldios to eomplctc thcir work a& before the cart« 'ehnrrctte' Willi ci:wll>lcd to collect the fin.ol drawings 
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Figure 3: On·sitc Insertion of a Precast Concrotc Curved Beam 

Contract Types and Organisational 
Structures for Project Delivery 

The type of construction contract selected for the 
delivery of a project has a significant impact on the 
success of developing and implementing a green 
design. More time is needed at the design stage to 
fully integmte ESD design features, and this must 
be reflected in the type of project contract selected 
Innovative green technologies using Jess common 
materials and methods aremoredifficult to document 
in advance of tendering for a traditional contract. 
Best prnctice depends on where products arc sourced 
from, transport costs and manufacturing methods. 

A traditional construction tender based on detailed 
design documentation. a 'novation' contract or an 
'alliance' contract could all be successfully used for 
the delivery of green commercial buildings, if 
sufficient time is invested ru: the conceptual design 
stage. However, it is Wllikely that a 'design and 
construct' contract, or a 'private public partnership' 
{PPP} would succossfully deliver a green commercial 
building due to the design being locked in at an early 
stage with less flexibility to fully develop and 
integrate green initiatives. 1his situation may change 
as the green commercial building mnrket becomes 
more mainstream and mature (Wt.!son 2006). 

In a true alliance partnership, all the parties 
involved have colle<:tivc responsibility for delivering 
the project. Under an alliance arrangement, non· 

owner pmticipants nrc paid on an 'opcn·book 
compensation model', in which direct costs and 
project·specific overheads are reimbursed based on 
audited actual costs. The alliance partners also share 
i n  the profit and Joss depending on how actual project 
outcomes compare with the prc.agreed targets (Ross 
2003). 

Alliance contracts in other sectors have been found 
to dramatically improve innovation. troubleshooting 
and significantly reduce litigation. They have also 
been shown to reduce costs and timdines., as all 
parties have a responsibility and incentive to m:Jke 
the project succeed and. conversely, share the pain 
if things go wrong. Many experts suggest green 
buildings nrc natural candidates for alliances due to 
the importance of innovation and new work practices 
that nrc needed for them to succeed 

Alliances are a relatively new form of construction 
contract within Australia and this may have been one 
of the reasons why the City ofMelbo=e preferred 
to negotiate a more traditional procurement process. 
The contracts for the CH2 project were conventional 
with a tender for construction based on a detailed 
design. docwncntation. green specification and 
guaranteed Bill of Quantities offered to a sbort·l.i.st 
of building contractors. 

Hansen Yunckcn was the successful tenderer and 
entered into a contract with the City ofMelbo=e 
based on a modified version of AS2124 with a 
CoWlcil representative appointed as the 
superintendent for the project. Hansen Yunck.en came 
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to the project with expertise from 60L. a smaller 
green office building constructed for the Green 
Building Partnership. In cont:rost with 60L, the 
construction process of CH2 is relatively 
conventional. During the construction of 60L, 
significant emphasis on ESD issues was placed on 
every construction task, sometimes at the expense 
of budget and program. As a result, the construction 
process and relationship between the client and the 
building contractor was more complex. One possible 
reason why the construction of CH2 bas been more 
conventional is due to the newly developed green 
star rating system, which provides builders with a 
systematic basis for decision making on ESD issues. 
Thanks to the green star framework it has not been 
necessary for every decision to be nrgued within an 
environmental framework providing the green star 
ratings were not being compromised. 

Hansen Yunck.en also entered into a 'partnering 
arrangement' with the City ofMelbo=e. the design 
team, subcontractors and mUons. The aim of the 
partnering arrangement was to foster a more 
consultative and collaborntivc relationship between 
all players where issues could be identified and 
solved in an expedient, collaborative manner. The 
partnering agreement docs not have the profit and 
loss sharing components foWld within an alliance 
agreement. Its primlll)' purpose is to remind all 
participants of the joint ambitions and good will of 
the project. 

As a government body. the City of Melbo=e 
needed to be confident that risks were controlled. 
The CH2 Project Superintendent ensured the initial 
budget was realistic and the Quantity Surveyor 
guaranteed the final building costs would come 
within five per cent of the original budget. The 
builder signed off the docwnentation before contracts 
were let to say the building would be fit for 
construction (Hes 2004). 

As a risk management strategy, the builder let out 
as many contracts as possible early in the process. 
Hansen Yuncken only employs a small core team of 
staff on an ongoing basis so they always aim to 
confirm sub-contracts as early ns possible. This has 
enabled Hansen Yunck.en to seck. the most suitable 
subcontractors for the work. Hansen Yunck.en has 
eight staff in the site office including three foremen. 
Two carpenters and eight labourers employed by 
Hansen Yuncken work with various subcontractors. 
Currently around 70 workers nrc employed onsite 
during the week. This nwnberhas doubled in the last 
12 months. 

There is an Wlusual relationship between the CH2 
builder and the client/developer. In most construction 
projects a project manager or nrchitect would 
normally take on the role of independent rubiter 
between the client and the builder. For CHz the 

superintendent is a client employee. For this reason 
the site manager was initially concerned that 
dccisious by the superintendent would not be 
independent. However, possibly due to the goodwill 
developed as part of project, the mistrust that 
traditionally exists between client and builder has 
been replaced with a collaborative partnership where 
requests for information (RFis} from the builder have 
been quickly resolved. The site manager commented 
that RFis have been more effectively dealt with for 
CH2 than any other project with which he has had 
involvement. 

Design Documentation 

It is difficult to fully document a green building if 
new technologies are being incorporated and/or if 
unusual materials nre being sourced The structure 
of CHz was fully docwnented when the project went 
to tender but some aspects are still being finalised 
during construction. 

For example, the building's automated and 
adjustable western shutters are being designed within 
a provisional budget of $1.8 million. Signagc. roof 
landscaping, lighting, installation of the phase change 
materials. fit-out of the lift car and the wind turbines 
were also included as provisional sums within the 
original tender documents. 

A performance specification was provided for the 
windows and the builder offered a fixed price for 
these in the tender. Hansen Yunck.en then took over 
the role of sourcing the supplier and providing 
prototypes for wind tunnel testing. They only could 
find one window manufacturer in Australia who 
would attempt to m:Jkc the windows. Normally city 
buildings usc alwninium window suites but tC"'o 
growth hardwood was specified for CH2. The builder 
employed a f�de consultant to help with the design 
and testing of the facade. 

During design development, the documentation 
system involved a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) site 
where all consultants involved uploaded and 
downloaded the latest drawings and specifications. 
Each consultant was responsible for uploading their 
latest drawings on Friday afternoons, at whatever 
stage of completion they were nt, so that all members 
of the integrated design team could access and 
download drawings on Monday morning. Consultants 
were also responsible for enswing their designs were 
consistent with other discipline nrcas so that an 
integrated design was achieved in a timely and 
informed manner with maximwn coordination. 

A prototype space was developed from which part 
of the project team started working. Elements of the 
design continued to be tested and developed within 
the early stages of the construction process. For 
example, ehilled beams and ceiling panels, while not 
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Figure 3: On·sitc Insertion of a Precast Concrotc Curved Beam 

Contract Types and Organisational 
Structures for Project Delivery 

The type of construction contract selected for the 
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owner pmticipants nrc paid on an 'opcn·book 
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to the project with expertise from 60L. a smaller 
green office building constructed for the Green 
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superintendent is a client employee. For this reason 
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buildings usc alwninium window suites but tC"'o 
growth hardwood was specified for CH2. The builder 
employed a f�de consultant to help with the design 
and testing of the facade. 

During design development, the documentation 
system involved a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) site 
where all consultants involved uploaded and 
downloaded the latest drawings and specifications. 
Each consultant was responsible for uploading their 
latest drawings on Friday afternoons, at whatever 
stage of completion they were nt, so that all members 
of the integrated design team could access and 
download drawings on Monday morning. Consultants 
were also responsible for enswing their designs were 
consistent with other discipline nrcas so that an 
integrated design was achieved in a timely and 
informed manner with maximwn coordination. 

A prototype space was developed from which part 
of the project team started working. Elements of the 
design continued to be tested and developed within 
the early stages of the construction process. For 
example, ehilled beams and ceiling panels, while not 



unknown in Austrnlia, are relatively I.Ultested. The 
ceiling panels were redesigned through seveml 
prototypes to ensure they were effective and 
comp:ltible aesthetically with the curved ceiling. The 
original mock-up was a flat punel but this gradually 
evolved into a curved panel with exprcs:>ed pipes. 

Material Selection 

The choice of construction materinl.s is one of the 
key determinants of the environmental performance 
of buildings in terms of embodied energy, 
greenhouse gus emissions and toxicity. Desirub!e 
material features include: 

reused and recycled materials; 
materials with zero or low harmful emissions 
:md toxicity; 
materials with high recycle potential. durability 
and longevity; 
materials that require less maintenance and have 
lower replacement costs over the life of the 
building; :md 
materials that have grcnter flexibility tmder 
changing design requirements over the life of the 
building. 

Life cycle analysis (LCA) ofmaterinls is required 
to provide a 'cradle to grave' inventory und impact 
assessment of the materials and systems. Embodied 
energy studies are needed to assess the energy used 
by a material in its production including mining, 
manufacture, transport, installation, maintenance, 
and tinnily demolition and recycling. This is a 
complex ond developing field 

Research into the ecology of building materials. 
such as those by Berge (Berge 2000) and Lawson 
(Lawson 19%), uttempt to itemise the energy and 
environmental impact of building mnterials. 
manufacture and construction. The major structuml 
materials of concrete and recycled steel are listed by 
Berge as being durable. with readily available 
reserves and relatively low primary energy and water 
consumption in the manufacture. New analysis tools 
on the market such as 'Ecospecifier' (refer 
www.eeospecifier.org) ore providing guidance on 
the environmental impact of commonly availa.ble 
building products. EcoSpecifier is a commercial 
database of building products that have been 
independently vetted against sustainability criteria. 
A similar tool is the US Grecnbuild database that 
also rates the environmental performance of building 
products. 

Green buildings mnterials are gradually becoming 
available but are not yet sufficient to make quick and 
informed decisions. For CH2 design phase interviews 
were held with clients, consultants and builders, 
asking them to nominate � where they foi.Uld 
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there was a lack of information. All of those 
interviewed mentioned mnterials selection as an area 
where there was limited information. One of the 
major problems was how to compare v:.uious options 
such as woo! curpct versus nylon carpet (Hes 2004). 

The CSIRO developed a method to help with the 
selection of materinl.s in CHz. It was a hybrid 
between a system of Environmental Performance 
Data Sheets (EPDS) developed by RMIT and an 
expert p:mel (Hes 2004). An EPDS was a detailed 
questionnaire sent to all product ond materiol 
suppliers with the aim of completing a life cycle 
assessment Many manufacturers or suppliers were 
unable to answer all of the questions but expert 
opinion was used to make informed decisions on the 
basis of the infonna.tion supplied. 

Pre�planning techniques were employed on the 
project to avoid unnecessary delays in approving 
ESD materials. For example, e:trly in the contract. a 
number of low VOC caulking and surface finlshing 
products were identified and approved for use 
throughout the project. Significant material selection 
was completed during the design stage and consisted 
primarily of traditional materi:lls such as steel 
reinforced concrete, gla55 and timber windows with 
very few additionnl materials used in the structure 
and fa!(ade construction. A review of material 
selection issues associated with the construction of 
other green buildings indicnted some compromise 
was required during construction, either due to 
unacceptably high costs or availability and timely 
supply issues. 

Builders face a dilemma when considering 
overseas mnterials against local materials. Often the 
overseas product is less expensive than the local 
product but there is no easy way to include the cost 
of extrn embodied energy resulting from long 
distance transport. A further issue faced by builders 
is that some local products do not meet required ESD 
specifications. 

A balance must be met between the environmental 
credentials of the material with its physical 
performance. Some materials that have low 
environment:ll. impact (such as low embodied energy 
or toxicity levels) do not necessarily have good 
strength. perform:mce or durability characteristics, 
which could result in a shorter life and higher 
maintenance implications. For example, the use of 
60 per cent cement replacement, or the use of 
recycled aggregate in the production of concrete, 
raises some long-term strength and durability issues. 

The CH2 site manager points to another difficulty 
when using recycled materials. At present Austrnlian 
standards and building regulations assume new 
materials are used in construction so that recycled 
products sometimes need to be tested to show they 
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meet required standards, and this can slow the 
approval process. 

The CHz for key materials ore described below 
within the Austrnlian context. 

PVC 

In CH2, PVC was only used for the stormwater in 
the basement High Density Polyethylene (HOPE) 
a new greener plaster was typically used as a 
substitute product for PVC conduits ond cabling with 
significant cost implications as there was only one 
supplier. In addition, the need to beat weld the joins 
was more labour intensive than using PVC adhesive. 
Green products like HOPE are likely to become more 
affordable as usage :md competition increases and 
PVC is slowly phased out of the morket. 

In comparison, the 60L building specification 
originally banned the use of PVC but subsequent 
reviews und calculations revealed that a I 00 per cent 
substitution of PVC would at least double the cost 
and have signifie:mt implications for some products 
which contained PVC components. As a compro
mise, PVC was eliminated from all water ond 
wastewater pipes, electrical conduits and light fittings 
which resulted in a .50 per cent reduction in the use 
of PVC in the 60L building compared with a typical 
commercial building of the same size and use. 

steel 

In CH2, a minimum 60 per cent by weight of the 
structural steel and connections was required to be 
in recycled steel and all reinforcement steel was 
specified to be at least 95 per cent recycled steel. 
Australbn manufacturer BHP does recycle steel but 
was unable to provide a fixed percentage. As such 
steel was sourced from overseas where it was only 
available in limited sections ond was not the same 
quality as the local steel. In the construction ofCHz, 
recycled structural steel was sourced from Thailand 
to satisfy cost and timely availability issue, but 
surprisingly the issue of additionnl energy 
consumption in transporting the material. which 
would be evident in a life cycle analysis, appears to 
have been ignored. 

Austrnlia has a relatively immature =ket for 
recycled building products :md this can result in 
delays in the sourcing and supply of products and 
encourage contractors to purchase new products 
where the price and availability are guaranteed This 

barrier will be overcome as the recycled market 
supply chain develops, matures and becomes more 
dependable such as recycled reinforcement steel 
which is readily available from a local manufacturer 
at competitive prices (W"lison 2006). 

Concreto 

The aim in CH2 was for 30 per cent of the aggregate 
to be recycled and 30 per cent of the cement to be 
replaced with industrial waste such as flyash or blast 
furnace slag. A green concrete mix consisting of 
recycled water, recycled aggregate and 40 per cent 
cement replacement with flyash resulted in a very 
low slump concrete that WllS difficult to place on site 
and did not achieve the durable performance and 
surface finishes required. As a compromise, green 
concrete was used for the foundation and basement 
substructure where approximately 60 percent of the 
concrete volume was required, and was easily placed 
and compacted. Whereas a standard concrete mix 
with better workability cbara.cteristics WllS used for 
the superstructure floor :md column system. 

The unique curved concrete ceiling panels were 
also manufactured off site with steel forms and a 
standard concrete mix with superplastieers applied 
to ensure n satisfactory surfuec finish. It took four 
months of tri:lls before reaching a satisfactory 
concrete mix for the precast ceilings. The formwork 
for the curved ceilings is a totally sealed unit and so 
the concrete needed a high percentage ofplasticers 
in order to achieve the correct flow without 
compromising strength. 

Although it was not possible to usc recycled 
aggregate in these forms as they ore too 
unpredictable, Bora! Green Mix was used for the in 
situ columns. Originally the team tried the mix with 
40 per cent cement replacement with flyash but there 
were too many shrinkage cracks and consequently 
the quantity was reduced to 20 per cent. The 
experience of the recycled aggregate and flyash are 
reflected in other Australian ::md overseas examples 
where the desired surface finishes are difficult to  
achieve when using significant proportions of  
recycled aggregates or cement replacements. 

Timber 

Timber use on CH2 is to be recycled or from 
regrowth hardwood. Within the CH 2 documents. 
some materials were originally specified as products 
while others were required to meet a performance 
specification. The recycled timber used for the 
windows in CH2 was easily sourced, however extra 
costs were associated with milling the well seasoned 
hardwood timber. The ESD varnish finish originally 
specified for the timber windows could only be 
guaranteed for three years and consequently was 
replaced with a standard acrylic paint product with 
a 10 ye:tr guarantee. Recycled and regrowth 
hardwood are readily available in Austrnlia. Much 
public attention has been focussed on the use of 
renewable timber and Australia does have extensive 
sustainable timber available. 
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there was a lack of information. All of those 
interviewed mentioned mnterials selection as an area 
where there was limited information. One of the 
major problems was how to compare v:.uious options 
such as woo! curpct versus nylon carpet (Hes 2004). 

The CSIRO developed a method to help with the 
selection of materinl.s in CHz. It was a hybrid 
between a system of Environmental Performance 
Data Sheets (EPDS) developed by RMIT and an 
expert p:mel (Hes 2004). An EPDS was a detailed 
questionnaire sent to all product ond materiol 
suppliers with the aim of completing a life cycle 
assessment Many manufacturers or suppliers were 
unable to answer all of the questions but expert 
opinion was used to make informed decisions on the 
basis of the infonna.tion supplied. 

Pre�planning techniques were employed on the 
project to avoid unnecessary delays in approving 
ESD materials. For example, e:trly in the contract. a 
number of low VOC caulking and surface finlshing 
products were identified and approved for use 
throughout the project. Significant material selection 
was completed during the design stage and consisted 
primarily of traditional materi:lls such as steel 
reinforced concrete, gla55 and timber windows with 
very few additionnl materials used in the structure 
and fa!(ade construction. A review of material 
selection issues associated with the construction of 
other green buildings indicnted some compromise 
was required during construction, either due to 
unacceptably high costs or availability and timely 
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Builders face a dilemma when considering 
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overseas product is less expensive than the local 
product but there is no easy way to include the cost 
of extrn embodied energy resulting from long 
distance transport. A further issue faced by builders 
is that some local products do not meet required ESD 
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credentials of the material with its physical 
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or toxicity levels) do not necessarily have good 
strength. perform:mce or durability characteristics, 
which could result in a shorter life and higher 
maintenance implications. For example, the use of 
60 per cent cement replacement, or the use of 
recycled aggregate in the production of concrete, 
raises some long-term strength and durability issues. 

The CH2 site manager points to another difficulty 
when using recycled materials. At present Austrnlian 
standards and building regulations assume new 
materials are used in construction so that recycled 
products sometimes need to be tested to show they 
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meet required standards, and this can slow the 
approval process. 

The CHz for key materials ore described below 
within the Austrnlian context. 
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In CH2, PVC was only used for the stormwater in 
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Timber use on CH2 is to be recycled or from 
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some materials were originally specified as products 
while others were required to meet a performance 
specification. The recycled timber used for the 
windows in CH2 was easily sourced, however extra 
costs were associated with milling the well seasoned 
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guaranteed for three years and consequently was 
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Figure 4: West Wall with Timber Shutters which Adjust Automatically with the movement of the Sun 

Site Practices and the Environmental 
Management Plan 

The construction site provides great ehul.lenges to 
the successful implementation of sust:uinable building 
practices. In a separate study construction firms 
commented that the Austrulian construction industly 
is still driven by financlal performance with success 
measured by cost. time and quality. In many cases. 
environmental pctformance is still regarded as a 
peripheral or sccondmy issue (Wilson 2006). 

Tender documents for CH 2 required the contructor 
to provide and implement a comprehensive 
Environmental M=gement Plan (EMP) in 
accordance with the NSW Environmental 
Management System Guidelines. The EMP covered 
issues such as the construction impact on air quality. 
water supply and land quality. Under the EMP, the 
contmctor is required to develop policles for reducing 
site waste, energy use, the selection and supply of 
materials and products and the re-use or recycling 
of salvnged products. Induction of all onsite staff is 
a mandatol)' prut of the EMP. Good environmental 
and waste manngemcnt. as required in the tender 
documents, achieves five points towards the 
Australian green star rating. In England, the 
comparable LEED rating system used for commercinl 
buildings does not include points for the development 
of an EMP but does include points for construction 
waste manngement (Kibert 2005). 

While Hnnsen Yuncken had an environment policy 
in place, their Environmental Manngement Plan was 

developed specifically for CH,. Collex Waste 
Munugement Pty Ltd was nominat�d within the EMP 
document to m:muge the site waste disposal. The 
EMP is not limited to site activities but extends to 
issues of tmde waste and energy use in the off-site 
trudes. The monthly financial reports contain a 
section on environmental issues. Envirorunent:l.l 
audits of site practices are held at the start and the 
completion of the project, and at six-monthly 
intervals during construction. 

A significant challenge for the building controctors 
is the continued management of large numbers of 
suppliers, subcontructors and tmdespeople ehunging 
regularly during the construction phase. Onsite 
induction involving staff and subcontractors goes 
some way towards communicating the green intent 
of a project and the expected sustainable practices. 
For this reason. the union movement (which is a key 
player in the Australian building industry), needs to 
be engaged as a supporter of green buildings. 
Experience on site bas demonstrated tbllt some 
unions are actively involved in applying the 
principles of sustuinability, while other unions and 
tradespeople were indifferent 

Smprisingly, the CH2 construction site bas been 
relatively stroightfo!"'.\lafd. The builder is c:u-eful 
when selecting subcontractors and many have 
worl<ed previously with Hansen Yuncken. There is 
also good will for the project within the various 
contractors, with largerfums keen to be involved as 
they consider green buildings and techniques will 
become increasingly important 
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A key sustainability issue in the construction phase 
is waste recycling, or the manngement of residual 
material. Some project contracts specify that 
demolition and construction waste are to be separated 
into waste streams such as timber, concrete, steel, 
plaster and PVC. On previous sites, it was observed 
that the initial enthusiasm for separating the waste 
dissipated M the project progressed, and many 
recycling skips were found to contain a mix of 
materials. This type of behaviour mny reflect 
ignorance, lnxiness or time pressures to complete a 
project and clean-up expediently. To ensure that 
sustainable proctices :u-e implemented onsite, the 
developen� and building contractors often employ 
different strategies such as 'environmental policing'. 
This involves either the appointment of an officer 
dedicated to check practices, or random onsite visits 
by project m=gers. 'Soft' str.ttegies are also applied 
such as involving union representatives in site 
meetings to reinforce the benefits to workers of 
sustainable practices. 

A simple, alternative strategy used at CH2 due to 
the tight space constraints of the site was to outsource 
the sorting and recycling of the residual material. 
Consequently, only one bin was provided at the site 
for waste and the waste contrnctor then sorted the 
residual material off site with a recycling success 
rotc of around SO per cent with the remaining 20 per 
cent co=itted to land£ll. The cost of trnnsport and 
sorting of waste was cmTied by the recycler and 
recouped through the sale of recyclnble mnteri!l!s. 
The recycler provides a monthly report. 

Site induction into waste procedures at CH2 was 
therefore relatively straightforward. Building waste 
all goes into one bin while domestic waste is sorted 
in =c way that it is done for most homeowners. 
Washout of concrete pumps is restricted to one area. 

While waste recycling is tracked during 
construction. power usage bas not been considered 
a key element in the overall energy savings possible. 
The site offices are within an existing City of 
Melbourne car park in which all lights are either on 
or off. Although not ideal. the cost to rewire was not 
considered efficient To the builder's knowledge, 
power bills arc no different from n normal site. Site 
water is not allowed to discharge into stormwater 
drains which is norm!l! for all construction sites and 
water usage is not monitored. 

The CH2 building site is extremely compact with 
minimal spnce for stomge of materials nnd cmnage. 
Consequently, there is only one ccntrnl crane and 
the contractor emphasises the use of precast concrete 
to minimise the number of people :md trodes onsite. 
The unique floor system, integrol to the curved 
ceiling, required a change from the troditionul 
construction processes of multi�storey buildings. The 
usual process is that services are fitted out to the 

lower levels whilst construction continues on the 
upper floors. In CH2. the curved precast ceiling 
panels :lfe being placed first followed by the in situ 
construction of the integrated floor bemns. Services 
are then being fined in the concave void above the 
precast ceiling before the in situ floor are placed 
spruming between the bcruns and enclosing the 
services. The resulting construction sequence is more 
complex and requires significant coordination 
between the different trudcs to achieve the integrated 
design in a timely mrumer. 

The construction process is therefore slower than 
n normal city building of the smne size. The limited 
site conditions and access, with just one crane, results 
in other logistical issues. In addition, the building 
has many unusual construction methods and is 
aesthetically complex requiring many tmdes to work 
conCWTently. For example, the decision to include 
services within the floor voids means that trades like 
electricru., services and sprinklers work alongside 
each other rather than consecutively. 

The work pmctices of the hcad contractor and the 
various subcontroetors is very similar to conventionul 
building construction. although one extra person has 
been employed to mnnage the environmental issues 
related to the project and document processes to 
ensure complinnce with the green star mting system. 
Similarly, power and w:ller usage and waste water 
treatment during CH 2 construction are considered to 
be similar to more conventional construction 
controcts. Major differences are associated with the 
fa9Ude systems and services such as beating, cooling. 
ventilation and lighting. 

The Green Building Council of Australia may 
require an independent auditor to ensure the 
installation of services mects the green star 
requirements. Currently the construction process is 
largely sclf-nudited by the builder and client. There 
is some uncertainty about the nuditing process 
although there is goodwill to ensure the building is 
constructed in accordance with the requirements. 

A key aspect of the green star roting system is the 
incorporation of green principles into the tender and 
controct documents. This is one of the key points 
made within 'A Green Vitruvius' which was written 
as a green architecture handbook (ACE 1999). 

Conclusion 

CH2 is a visionary world leading building in tenns 
of ecological sustainable design with a 6Sw Rating 
in accordance with the Green Building Council of 
Austrnlia roting system. 

Given the innovative nature of the design Md 
material selection, tho construction process for CH2 
bas been surprisingly conventional. The government 
client needed to manage financial risk nnd therefore 
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Figure 4: West Wall with Timber Shutters which Adjust Automatically with the movement of the Sun 
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a conventional tendering process was seen as 

important to bring certainty to the funding of the 
project Trnditional contrnct m:magement often places 
the builder and client as adversaries with the architect 
or project manager acting as arbiter. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests the integrated team approach at 

CH2 has not only helped fucilitate the design stage 
but continued into the construction phase. In CH2 it 
seems good will and col\aborution between the team 

members has been e)ctended to site workers and 
unions. 

The CH2 building contractor, Hansen Yuncken, 
had taken a key role in resolving some of the more 
unusual aspects of the building such us the use of 
recycled timber clndding. Difficult decisions in the 
selection and procurement of sustainable materials 
illustrate the e)ctent of uncertainty that ::till exists in 
obtaining life--cycle dnta to help inform decisions. 
The material selection ru.so indicated that a balance 
must be achieved between the environmental 
credentiols ( including transportation issues) and the 
physical performance of the material. 
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The construction ofCH2 has challenged traditional 
site practices and demonstrated the importance of 
developing and implementing an Environmental 
Management Plan to ensure st:mdards are maintained 
during construction. The innovative mixed mode 
heating and ventilation systems incorporated in the 
building requires extensive commissioning and the 
client has allowed a 12 month period to optimise the 
systems to ensure performance is consistent with the 
design specification during the various seasons of 
the year. 
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